
Why want to keep (WHAT) Conserns (WHAT) Proposed solutions (HOW) Environment (WHY) Privacy/rural character (WHY) Rationale/how solution addresses problem (WHY) Needs further clarification (Dag)

Prevent build on foreshore Keep 122 protects foreshore more N/A Prevents buildings nearer foreshore, helping to further 
protect it.

How does this compare with trees cut on forshore to open view?  Is 
it more or less damaging to environment?  Need some statement to 
how this is evaluated.

Increases privacy Keep as is Increases privacy from/to water 
perspective and is morerural in 
character.

Maintains rural character by having untouched foreshore 
and increases privacy from water traffic for residents.

If current setbacks are desired because it creates a "rural character 
and more private situation", is a personal opinion.  We may want to 
gather more info on how many hold this view.

Can create need for more 
tree cutting

Reduce setback to 114 level If there are trees in front of a further set 
back building site, they may need to be 
cut down for views.

Creates corridors in forest Could increase clearings for both house site and view instead 
of only for house site

An example of a situation were this were the case should be 
explained to show if more natural undisturbed area was disrupted 
by the larger setback of 122.

Prevent flooding of 
building

Keep 122 Sea-level rising could cause house built too close to shore to 
be flooded/washed away.

This depends on the shoreline slope.  Should there be a slope 
component of the setback?

Shore armoring Keep 122 Shore amouring Different discussion
Keep 122 Setbacks according to 122 means they cross /overlap in the 

middle of my house.
What does this result in? E.g. if build new today, would there be 
other options for build site?  Are there some lots that would not 
have a viable building site without a variance to current 122?  

Too prescriptive, not 
allowing individual 
situations to be appraised 
based on their merit.

Change 122 back to what was, and 
look for ways to have each case 
evaluated by professional

Privacy/overreach Too many factors individual for each situation.  Should not 
have one number for size of setbacks.  Should be established 
by professional.

What would be involved in "professional" approval?  Need to 
understand what mechanism is suggested to achieve?.

? ? BOV should be used instead of 
Trustees 

Board of Variance (BOV) should be used instead of 
Development Variance Permits (DVP) being decided by 
Trustees.  

How would this change things?  Would it be more fair? Cost less? 
take less time?

To uniform, not fit for all 
situations.

Apply different setbacks for 
different property types/size etc. 
or exclude 122 from some 
property types.

One size does not fit all.  Alternative solution (instead of 
Variance) could be to Exclude some areas from 122, and let it 
apply to others where it makes sense. E.g. Boundry Pass.  E.g. 
Long narrow lots most affected, reducing options for building 
site.

If there is shared support for this, we would need to further discuss 
what the deliniation criteria would be.  How many "zones" etc.  
Staff would have to let us know if this is possible.

Increase privacy Keep 122 NA Increases privacy Privacy can be lost when houses are built too close to 
neighbors.  Side setbacks helps prevent this.

If current setbacks are desired because of privacy, is a personal 
opinion.  We may want to gather more info on how many hold this 
view.

Conserned with SP taking 
lead on new trends without 
rationale 

Change 122 back to what was Other Southern Gulf Islands (SGI) generally have not 
increased their side setbacks for similar lot sizes to the same 
level as SP LUB 122.  Without a good rationale for why SP 
should be leading a trend of higher interior setbacks it's hard 
to see why a small island with a very low population should 
take the lead on this?  * and ** below for two charts 
provided.

It would be good to get all the information from the rationales 
provided by the previous LTC on the point raised.

Site selection restrictions 
further reduced by setbacks

Bluffs, gullies, swamps, existing well 
protection zones, covenanted areas, 
septic zones etc. may restrict building 
site selection

Optimal site selections are already restricted by features like 
septic, well, covenants, topagraphy etc.  By further 
restricting by increased setbacks it can create hardship and 
prevent best environmental considerations and utilitization 
of site.

An example of a situation were this were the case should be 
explained to show how more environmental disruption could be 
caused by the deeper setback of 122.

Overbearing regulation Doesn't allow homeowners to be free to 
make the best environmental decisions 
in some cases

Too much oversight, limiting personal agency over private 
space.  Those who have agency over their lives are without 
question more productive and happier individuals and thus 
communities. Erode agency and people quickly feel 
neglected in the processes and manipulated by a few. It is 
not a sustainable social condition. When the world cries out 
for greater accommodation of the masses things like Bylaw 
122 stand out as eroding that very agency.
Not being trusted as stewards of the islands creates 
unnessessary friction in the community.  This lack of working 
trust may create less focus on protecting environment.

If there is shared support for the concern about overbearing 
regulation (a personal opinion).  We may want to gather more info 
on how many hold this view.

Negative affect on property 
values

Change 122 back to what was To maintain property values To consider this we need to know which part of the Official 
Community Plan (OCP) supports protecting property values?

Should not consider 
Property values

Keep 122 Ignore property Values when considering 122 This is supported if there are no OCP mandates to protect property 
values.

Protect as much as possible. Keep as is Protects environment N/A More protected areas, the more is there for wildlife and 
plants.  Therefore support the current setbacks.

This is clear, with the possible exception if there were a situation 
where more land was disturbed to accommodate larger setbacks. 
(Line 4,6 and 19)

Give it a chance to work Keep as is for two years Protects environment Protects Rural Character Give 122 a chance to work. Give it two years Need to understand what "works" mean.  Does it mean that 
variances are applied for and either approved or rejected?  Or that 
few variances are applied for? Or that owners don't complain 
about extra cost/time of variance process?  There has to be clear 
criteria for what "works" means.

Change 122 to only apply to 
undeveloped lots.

Because approximately 80% of SP is already developed with 
dwellings any dwelling that is inside the 122 setback is now 
considered Legal Non Conforming (LNC).There has been no 
survey of how many homes that is.  Instead of 122 setbacks, 
change 122 to only apply to the remaining undeveloped lots.  
That way no one needs to be classified as LNC, which some 
are uncomfortable with.  What is the harm in solving the 
issue this way, and respecting existing homeowners more?

This brings up an interesting question, that if we had the answer, 
would allow us to evaluate this proposal: how many homes are 
now considered LNC due to LUB 122?

Legal Non-conforming could 
affect us

Change 122 back to what was We believe Insuarance companies may charge more if our 
house is made Legally Non-Conforming.

***See attached below letter/statement from one insurer.  If there 
are other letters it would be helpful.
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